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V pondělí, s hlavou v oprátce, měl bývalý generál chirurg Jerome

Adams poslední slova k viceadmirálovi Darse E. Crandallovi a k   

hromadě důstojníků, kteří dorazili na Guantánamo, aby byli svědky

jeho popravy. Vášnivý Adams pronesl dlouhý monolog a řekl, že

jediným důvodem, proč zradil Trumpa a americké obyvatelstvo, bylo

to, že Deep State vyhrožovalo, že ublíží jeho rodině, pokud

nepřistoupí na jejich požadavky.

https://realrawnews.com/2023/02/jerome-adams-hanged-at-gitmo/
https://realrawnews.com/author/kilo-charlie/
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"Co byste udělal, adm. Crandalle?" Vyhrožovali mé ženě, dětem,

příbuzným, které jsem 15 let neviděl. Bál jsem se o ně. Představte si,

že žijete svůj život pod přízrakem smrti, s vědomím, že by si pro vás

přišli, i kdyby si mysleli, že zasáhnete proti nim. Udělal jsem to, co

jsem udělal, abych zachránil životy své rodiny, admirále."

Admirál odpověděl: „Pokud je to pravda, proč jsi o tom neotevřel

ústa dříve? Je to poprvé, co o tom slyšíme. Kdo ohrožoval vaši

rodinu? A proč jsi přijal platbu?"

"Bál jsem se," řekl Adams pomalu a dal každému slovu prostor. "A já

jsem si ty peníze musel vzít." Kdybych to odmítl, podezřívali by mě."

"Kdo jsou?" zeptal se admirál Crandall.

„Už na tom nezáleží; vypořádal ses s nimi,“ řekl Adams. "Ale ostatní,

ti jsou všude." A to, co se chystáte udělat, admirále Crandalle,

zanechá ženu bez manžela, tři děti bez otce.“

"Nenatahuj to na mě." Mohl jsi jít za prezidentem Trumpem.

Ochránil by tě. Ochránil by vaši rodinu,“ řekl admirál.

Vedle Adamse stál voják, jehož uniforma nenesla žádnou hodnost ani

odznak. Jeho ukazováček se vznášel poblíž tlačítka, které by otevřelo

pantové dveře pod Adamsovýma nohama, a vedle něj Navy Chaplin,

jehož pravá dlaň ležela na Adamsově rameni.

"Důstojníku důstojníkovi, viceadm. Crandalle, co byste udělal?"

Crandall sebou při té otázce trhl, jako by ho to bolelo. „Říkáte si

důstojník. Nějaké nervy."

Chirurg je důstojníkem ve Sboru pověřeném veřejnou zdravotní

službou USA, jedné z osmi uniformovaných služeb Spojených států, a

ze zákona má hodnost viceadmirála, i když hodnost je hlavně čestná.

„Dodržel bych svou přísahu; to bych udělal,“ řekl viceadmirál

Crandall. "Jak to udělám teď."
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Adams zavřel oči a začal recitovat Žalm 23:4: „I když půjdu údolím

stínu smrti, nebudu se bát zlého, neboť ty jsi se mnou; Tvá hůl a tvá

hůl mě utěšují…“

Admirál Crandall se zhluboka nadechl a pokynul vojákovi na vrcholu

plošiny, aby stiskl tlačítko.

Lékař námořnictva zaznamenal čas smrti: 10:40 EST., pondělí 13.

února.

(Navštíveno 38 998krát, dnes 632 návštěv)

Zajímavé, jak vynášejí písmo, když se jim to hodí. Kdyby důvěřoval

PÁNU, nebál by se zla Deep State a udělal by správnou věc. Prezident

Trump pomohl mnoha lidem získat ochranu. JFKJR, princezna

Diana a mnoho dalších.

At the time of initial interrogation and during tribunal, if he had

confessed everything and given all the information he could, and

expressed remorse, and said ‘I ask the court to give me the

punishment that you see fit’…. if he had done all of this, maybe he

would have gotten a lesser sentence.

Another Lying Traitor cannot even stop lying to himself &

the ones around him at the time of his transition to the

other side of the veil of life ! Officers are supposed to have

some awareness of their own foundation & reality. It is

beyond belief to expect anyone to believe this so-called

Health Officer was , in the very least , concerned about

anyone other than himself. He truly died alone since no one

could have possibly identified with his corrupt core ! I am sure that

this Justified Action of Imposing Justice upon a greedy evil

murderous being will only be remembered now ; in this written

history & the beings name will never be noted nor remembered. Only
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beings whom would consider turning to have a close relationship

with Lucifer will consider the words of the ” Health Officer ” and then

perhaps decide to turn away from evil rather than embracing it &

being forgotten as a Traitor to Humanity & a wart on society’s

posterior . I am glad that we are taking out the trash

although we should get extra pay from sanitation depts …….

Nick , NavyBlueSmoke , LST-1195

BULL! The whole government is corrupt. Don’t be stupid. He would

have been killed along with his family. Just the cost of being a public

servant in a satanic government. Also a shout out to Donald Trump

for warning the nation about the death shot. 😳

Not even close to enough or a proper beginning.No quarter or mercy

to ANY of them! Arrest,Tribunal,and execute the Marxist Statist

dems and Rinos by whatever hundreds and thousands are necessary

and restore Trump immediately because with the election rigging

mechanisms securely remaining in place he’ll never be able to open

the People’s House via Federal Election(s) again that’s certain.Both

sides have agreed and seen to that.

Jerome is part of the Deep State Plan to murder hundreds of millions

of Americans, yet he asks to be spared. No mercy for him.

Via

https ://operationdisclosureofficial. com/2023/02/17/reader-lurch-

the-other-half-of-the-kill-shot/

————————–

(Reader: Lurch) The Other Half of the Kill Shot

This may not be good news, but someone in the medical field needs

to check this out;

THIS IS IMPORTANT, because It has never been mentioned, that I

know of. The Cabal’s plan was evil and brilliant.
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The MNRA vax changes/alters the victims DNA permanently to an

unhealthy state.

If two adults have sex and produce a child, is it not a product of their

altered DNA?

Therefore, all subsequent offspring will produce a generation of

vaxed people without` ever having to take the shot.

————————–

I honestly hadn’t thought of this (but should have). Shedding due to

the death jabs can possibly do the same thing to those affected by it.

It’s what the satanists want–‘everybody else’ on Earth dead except

themselves and about 500,000,000 slaves to serve and amuse them

in their NWO dystopia like the now destroyed Georgia Guidestones

used to say.

https ://en. wikipedia. org/wiki/Georgia_Guidestones

This insidious, genocidal plan was hatched/in the works since at

least 1981. See

https ://www. thebernician. net/globalist-banker-predicted-

scamdemic-genocide-of-the-useless/

i see many of you are finally realizing your mistake to be soft on

criminals.

rule of the old warrior race: never be soft on criminals and corrupt

leaders no matter the side. both sides can eb corrupted. but, you still

want Russia to take over europe and eradicate them.

so i continue to wait tell you all wake up to reality.

did i say that? lol.
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funny, how you think russia has the right to be ussr 2.0. you think

russia wills top at ukraine once taken? they take poland and have a

warsaw 2.0,k then take romania though thats dracula homeland,

they take others small countries around there too. then will have to

takeout russia again in another 74 yrs.

stop letting russia take over multiple times. its a continue cycle.

both sides have there own goal.

wake up to reality there is no peace.

The only peace man can have is personal acceptance of the Son of

God as his Savior. All other forms of peace are only temporal.

Putin is going after US deep state bioweapon labs, and hopefully the

deep state laundromat, in the Ukraine. I think he will stop there.

Absolutely not !! This war against the DS will be won cuz of Putins

help!

you have one side on europe and then one side in russia. you know

russia and ccp are taking over?

why do you want all languages to be destroyed for only 3? which

mind you they are the hardest languages to learn.

back in ww2 nazis would kill anybody who don’t speak it properly. in

russia and china do the same.

so i should get thrown in jail cause im not perfect like your false god

is?

should all people with autism die off cause they aint human to your

eyes?

cant you see your being played by both sides?

So did Trump! Donald Trump has more blood on his hands than all

the tyrants combined.
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This man was a traitor pure and simple!! He..as they all do, tried to

justify his actions!! He knew he was murdering people and he said

nothing. Good bye Adams you have received the reward for your

“work”. You could have been loyal to President Trump and you would

not have been hung!! Your family is better off without you!!

so people are downvoting. yet, they want to keep the downvoting

system, lol.

being loyal is why we are here in this situation in the first place.

many were innocent before being told to stay loyal or die. they took

the bait and killed millions.

Why are you here??! What you are doing is not only stupid backing

the evil criminal Worldwide Deep State, but it is totally Futile on

your part so do something worthwhile & go to CNN or PMSLSD AKA

MSNBC to peddle your Radical Far Leftist Misinformation where all

of us here with half a brain totally dismiss as idiocy!

Interesting as he recited Psalm 23:4. However, did he ever repent for

his numerous sins? He is responsible for countless deaths! Only he

and our Lord will know for certain! Bring back Nuremberg!

In my opinion, if he was truly sorry he would have apologized to the

American people and Pres. Trump instead of making excuses. They

all say they HAD to do the dirty deed. Pres. Trump would have

protected him and his family. As always I pray for each one. The only

one I am sure repented is Loretta Lynch. PTL!

That lynched traitor is the only one who acted like she did. She had

nothing but demonic hatred for the American people.

He was Pence’s gay lover, can you repent for also being a pedovore…

I really dont think so

I was wondering the same thing…He recited scripture, yet in the

same breath tried to justify his wrong doings. If he had truly

repented, he would have accepted his fate , not made any excuses
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and grieved for all the people he helped murder…

NOW WE SEE THE RESULTS OF A HOMOSEXUALIZED

CULTURE AND A HOMOSEXUALIZED MILITARY AS WELL AS A

HOMOSEXUALIZED GOVERNMENT.

 
This is why homosexuals were not allowed to serve in government or

the military, they would be blackmailed and exposed and careers

would be ruined. Anybody can be a traitor and it’s a very evil thing to

betray, no matter the motivation be it money or sex or power. But

that transsexual, what was his name, Bradley Manning, who changed

from a man into a woman, who betrayed our country by exposing all

those documents, is a prime example of that.

 
Homosexuals, lesbians, transsexuals, paedophiles, child sex

traffickers, incest aggressors and child pornographers should no

longer be allowed into high-levels of government, military, teh

churches, the synagogues or education of our sons and daughters.

 
NEVER AGAIN.

 
No wonder America is teetering on it’s legs and hated by the rest of

the world, because it’s been gutted by people like that. America is a

laughing stock economically and militarily because of Obama and

Biden homosexualizing the government and our wonderful culture

pushing gay marriage and gay parenting and sex changes and

puberty blockers for 8-year-olds.

 
But because President Trump wisely stopped the recruitment of

homosexuals and transsexuals in the military, they crucify him for

not only saving money but saving our national security, violations of

which carry a very heavy death penalty. And some of those violations

have been proven to have been committed by gays and lesbians in the

military ever since the cabal repealed “Don’t Ask Don’t Tell” and

pushed for gay marriage and destruction of the DOMAs that

President Clinton signed into law in 1996.

 
Homosexuality is wrong. NO IFS, ANDS OR BUTS ABOUT IT.

 
Men should not be having sex with men, women should not be

having sex with women, and adults should not be having sex with

children. This is according to Romans 1:20-32 and Genesis chapters
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18-19.

Transsexual/nonbinary/LGBTQ adults should not be raising

children to be non-binary, nameless, sexless beings because they

themselves hate having to state on their kids’ birth certificates,

health insurance, Social Security cards, school registrations, state

IDs and passports that they are born a boy or a girl and they refuse to

be listed as the mother or the father but demand that they be listed

as the opposite-sex parents. This is not only being done by D.C.

residents Ahanu and Petrona on 9 Months, who are raising a

nameless, sexless, nonbinary child, this is being done in countries

like Spain, the UK, Argentina, Ireland and other countries that

tolerate same-sex marriage and same-sex parenting.

 
THIS IS WRONG.

 
Children should not be sexualized or forced to engage in sex or incest

with adults. Leviticus 18:6-18, Genesis chapters 18-19, Judges 19, 1

Corinthians 6:9-10, 1 Timothy 1:9-11, Leviticus 18:22, Leviticus

20:13, Mark 9:42, Matthew 18:6 and Luke 17:2

 
But this is what the global cabal is forcing us to accept, and they

punish us if we say no, if we say conjugal marriage is right and gay

marriage is wrong, if we say kids need both a mother and father to

raise them.

 
We have standards as free human beings to say no to same-sex

relationships without being bashed and attacked and shamed and

have our families torn apart for it. We have religious freedom to

worship God and say no to the illegal sex. Jerome Adams was a

homosexual who betrayed his wife and kids and violated his

marriage bed. Mike Pence is a homosexual and a child sex abuser

who also betrayed his wife and kids and violated his marriage bed.

 
But we as a moral people are being forced to accept it like our friends

in Canada are being forced to accept it, or they lose their kids and get

incarcerated for speaking their minds, and God help you if you say

no.

 
Homosexuals, lesbians, transsexuals, paedophiles, child sex

traffickers, incest aggressors and child pornographers should no
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longer be allowed into high-levels of government, military, the

churches, the synagogues or education of our sons and daughters.

 
NEVER AGAIN.

Could never understand why two homosexual males could have the

right legally to adopt a young lad.

Doesn’t take an Einstein mind to figure out what is wrong with that

type of sick in the head scenario.

And two gay men were arrested for sexually abusing their adopted

son and pimping him out to other paedophiles. It made the headlines

a couple of weeks ago. This is why homosexuals and lesbians and

transsexuals are not fit to be parents. Only straight men and women

can and should bear kids or adopt, preferably the married ones. Kids

need both moms and dads, not corruption and depravity by same-sex

parents or transsexual parents.

 
Only God knows if Mike Pence also sexually abused his own kids like

Joe Biden sexually abused his kids. We don’t hear too much about

Mike’s kids except for his sons flying F-18s and F-35s. And Senator

Graham had the audacity to threaten Mike’s kids if he didn’t certify

the stolen election on live TV and declare Biden and Harris the

winners. TRAITORS!!.

Last edited 7 hours ago by Xena

THE LGBTQ GROUPS PUSHED HARD FOR THAT RIGHT SINCE

THE 90S AND NOW THE KIDS ARE GETTING RAPED AND

TRAFFICKED AND ABUSED NOW THAT THEY HAVE IT.

 
Poor kids. .

When Emanuel Jaques was brutally tortured and murdered up here,

I’m pretty sure some good samaritans started up to do the neighbor

watch thing.. that this was a large no no…. it won’t be tolerated.
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I recently watched a short tiktok video where an ex-trans now

Christian lady spoke about a vision that God gave her. When she was

trans she couldn’t understand why God would never give her dreams

or visions. She prayed to Jesus often, but never seemed to be given a

reply. Then one day she was shown the mother-of-all-visions and was

shown a couple who had children, and their line went on and on

down for generations. God said to her, “these people will all be given

the chance to come to know God through knowing Jesus.”

 
Then she was shown two homosexual and lesbian couples who

wouldn’t have children, and their generational line did not continue.

So no children would be born who would ever be given a chance to

come to know God. She then understood why being trans wasn’t

going to work for her and so she gave up the idea and reverted back

to being female. Her visions and dreams started to develop and her

relationship with Jesus developed more deeply after that point as

well.

 
Same sex relationships are Satan’s way of cutting off humanity’s

chance to know Jesus.

Thank you Xena for telling it as it is and listed many times in the

Holy Bible. America and our constitution is heart and soul of this

world. Thank God President Trump was chosen to lead this rebellion

against the evil globalist, elites, the nwo (who, wef,eu, central banks,)

all the sick superrich families , corrupt governments, royals,

homosexuals, lesbians, transsexuals, pedophiles, child sex

traffickers, incest aggressors, child pornographers, big pharma, big

tech, Obama, Biden, Clintons, Sorro, and rest of the filth are finally

being taken down. Why is it taking so long, because the whole world

is engaged in eliminating ALL OF THEM!!

 
Thank you Michael for this website to get the info that is very

important to us. The truth hurts, but we need to hear it, see it and

read it.

 
GOD ALWAYS WINS!!
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Also the Monarchies of Europe, that essentially owned the USA

UnTil late 1999.

 
Many shocks too emerge yet.

I was shocked when I heard about that sh!t. It was a WTF moment

for me big time.

Don’t forget the Borgias. It’s been said that one of the popes had a

daughter and they did some pretty sick things, beside Lucretia being

a criminally inventive perpetrator.

If he was so concerned about his family, why was he having an affair

with Pence?? Forget that lie, he wanted the money, never dreaming

he’d be caught. He may have been threatened about outing him and

Pence, but his wife and family were definitely not his first thoughts.

Sorry he turned out to be such be so rotten, I really thought he was

for the people.

I revise my previous comment. If he truly repented he would have

apologized to his wife and kids too. I forgot about the thing with

Pence.

““What would you have done, Adm. Crandall? They threatened my

wife, children, relatives I haven’t seen in 15 years. I was scared for

them. Imagine living your life under the specter of death, knowing

they’d come for you if they even thought you’d act against them. I did

what I did to safeguard the lives of my family, Admiral.”

 
 ““Doesn’t matter anymore; you’ve dealt with them,” Adams said.

“But the others, they are everywhere. And what you’re about to do,

Admiral Crandall, will leave a wife without a husband, three children

without a father.”

 
“Don’t put this on me. You could’ve gone to President Trump. He

would’ve protected you. He would’ve protected your family,” the

Admiral said.”

President Trump definitely would haver protected him and his family

from the deep state. Too late now.
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Thank you, Michael. Excellent work, Please continue.

The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom. Conversely, those

who do not fear God, will fear those who are only able to take the

body and not the soul! This man choose to live under the fear of man.

Reminds us of Saul in antiquity as he confessed that he feared the

“voice of the people” when asked by Samuel why he failed in his

duties….. We may lose our lives in this war, but as long as we remain

faithful to Christ, He will guard our souls into eternity!

They need to be caught and shot on the spot doing this crap!!!!!

People should be out in force to protect our resources ASAP because

these assholes don’t sleep.

These stories really need to on MSM to wake sheeple up.

 
Public executions.

He did show remorse for God, but too late for us.

@ Michael Baxter

We’re there any executions during the Trump administration? For

example wasn’t George H.W Bush executed? Where are those

examples and stories. Here it goes as far back as April 2021 and

Huma Abedine. Is there a website for at least a list of those other

executions?

The one execution I can definitely CONFIRM was John McCain.

McCain did NOT die from cancer….he was *EXECUTED* for

treason….and for helping to establish ISIS in the Middle East. I also

heard that George H.W. Bush was executed.

Noname was also involved in child sex trafficking for marriages to

wealthy men in the Middle east and set up and protected a

paedophile pad for Joe and Hunter to enjoy their sick lusts.

 
McStain also protected child sex traffickers coming over the border

into his state and his other BFF Senator Jeff Flake, helped him do it.

 
It has also been reported that McShame sex-trafficked children at his
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home.

Graham, who defends Biden, is the money manager for these paedo

sex trafficking groups — connect that dots to see why he travels to

the Middle East and the Ukraine so often. He gets paid very well for

that, managing sex trafficking groups, even if he never touched a

child. He has a lot of secrets to upchuck, never forget that,

It seems as though, ( ” most ” Actors, Actresses, Music Artists,

Politicians, etc. ) Can Depend upon their cash-flow from Child-Sex

Trafficking BETTER than they are at their demonically-given “craft ”

of Entertaining The Masses Of People In This Country.

Doctors try to kill diseases before it spreads. Treason is a disease that

no country can allow.

 
They ran into massive walls of lead, they charged, and killed men,

that most cannot utter, loved ones were slaughtered by the millions,

THY WERE SOLDIERS who NEVER floundered, who NEVER

backed down, who NEVER took money to surrender their flag.

 
We are in the worse and most horrifically war mankind has ever

seen. Sorry, but this treason disease needs to be snuffed out by all

means necessary by Dr. Admiral Crandall’s’ and staff! This disease

went well over 80 percent and if we don’t take drastic steps necessary

to wipe this disease out, then it will eliminate the whole human race.

 
Was it 1871, when president grant sold us out and the cancer began

it’s death march?

It goes back before the 1860 when this began. There was a clause in

the 13th amendment that forbid lawyers from holding government

office that was illegally remove from the constitution. this clause was

ratified by the several states. The implication of this is enormous for

example Lincoln was a lawyer so was he an early deep stater? Was he

friends with Karl Marks? The civil war was states rights not slavery

as the media would have you believe.
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Then why was the Emancipation Proclamation issued by President

Lincoln to free the slaves? 4,000,000 men plus millions or women

and children were set free because of that. Slavery was and still is a

real thing, not a mass media stunt or fabrication.

 
The Holocaust victims were forced into save labor when they weren’t

being gassed or raped or shot at Majdanek, Dachau, Auschwitz,

Buchenwald, Treblinka and Sobibor by the Nazis. Even Joseph

Goebbels didn’t deny that the final solution was a falsehood,

Eichmann and Goering and Hitler and Himmler all set up the mass

slaughter of anti-Nazi opponents,

 
The Jews were slaves under Pharaoh and liberated by Moss in the

Book of Exodus. Thery have never forgotten their oral history or their

torah history, either. The chariotys and whels of the pharaoh and his

armies chasing down the Israelites were found at teh bottom ofthe

red sea for Ron Wyatt and his sons to see for themselves. That was

no fake event.

He knew what he was doing was wrong, in the end he quotes the

Bible. I knew someone like this once. There called sociopaths. They

say good things but act in the wrong ways to screw you over, “Do as I

say, not as I do.” That’s a sociopath. In that quote is also a name of a

book about sociopaths.

You got that right. Imagine growing up with one. Those poor kids

have no shot.

This one was hard to read. I actually felt some sorrow for Adams. But

then, he helped to murder millions and injure tens of millions. He

should have resigned. Left the mafia. Done something else. These

evil lizards have made life miserable for 99% of us on Earth.

They do threat or kill them for not taking the money and quitting. I

don’t think it justifies because the family probably should quit such a

person and scatter somewhere else. They probably would but the

money was designed to shut up the family. Make the family support

this guy. The whole family took the money. Jerome makes a strong
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point that needs handling. I doubt the point is applicable enough to

consider him innocent and presumably of things not mentioned to or

on RRN. He’s a guy that got to Trump, so maybe it’s his mind control

and that needs to be handled also. The only way they can handle it is

figure out how they are doing all the mind control. The guy would not

be himself so there’s some kind of demon or computer or

overwhelming forces. A male sex desire is a big one.

NOW WE SEE THE RESULTS OF A HOMOSEXUALIZED

CULTURE AND A HOMOSEXUALIZED MILITARY AS WELL AS A

HOMOSEXUALIZED GOVERNMENT.

 
This is why homosexuals were not allowed to serve in government or

the military, they would be blackmailed and exposed and careers

would be ruined. Anybody can be a traitor and it’s a very evil thing to

betray, no matter the motivation be it money or sex or power. But

that transsexual, what was his name, Bradley Manning, who changed

from a man into a woman, who betrayed our country by exposing all

those documents, is a prime example of that.

 
Homosexuals, lesbians, transsexuals, paedophiles, child sex

traffickers, incest aggressors and child pornographers should no

longer be allowed into high-levels of government, military, teh

churches, the synagogues or education of our sons and daughters.

 
NEVER AGAIN.

 
No wonder America is teetering on it’s legs and hated by the rest of

the world, because it’s been gutted by people like that. America is a

laughing stock economically and militarily because of Obama and

Biden homosexualizing the government and our wonderful culture

pushing gay marriage and gay parenting and sex changes and

puberty blockers for 8-year-olds.

 
But because President Trump wisely stopped the recruitment of

homosexuals and transsexuals in the military, they crucify him for

not only saving money but saving our national security, violations of

which carry a very heavy death penalty. And some of those violations

have been proven to have been committed by gays and lesbians in the

military ever since the cabal repealed “Don’t Ask Don’t Tell” and
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pushed for gay marriage and destruction of the DOMAs that

President Clinton signed into law in 1996.

 
Homosexuality is wrong. NO IFS, ANDS OR BUTS ABOUT IT.

 
Men should not be having sex with men, women should not be

having sex with women, and adults should not be having sex with

children. This is according to Romans 1:20-32 and Genesis chapters

18-19.

 
Transsexual/nonbinary/LGBTQ adults should not be raising

children to be non-binary, nameless, sexless beings because they

themselves hate having to state on their kids’ birth certificates,

health insurance, Social Security cards, school registrations, state

IDs and passports that they are born a boy or a girl and they refuse to

be listed as the mother or the father but demand that they be listed

as the opposite-sex parents. This is not only being done by D.C.

residents Ahanu and Petrona on 9 Months, who are raising a

nameless, sexless, nonbinary child, this is being done in countries

like Spain, the UK, Argentina, Ireland and other countries that

tolerate same-sex marriage and same-sex parenting.

 
THIS IS WRONG.

 
Children should not be sexualized or forced to engage in sex or incest

with adults. Leviticus 18:6-18, Genesis chapters 18-19, Judges 19, 1

Corinthians 6:9-10, 1 Timothy 1:9-11, Leviticus 18:22, Leviticus

20:13, Mark 9:42, Matthew 18:6 and Luke 17:2

 
But this is what the global cabal is forcing us to accept, and they

punish us if we say no, if we say conjugal marriage is right and gay

marriage is wrong, if we say kids need both a mother and father to

raise them.

 
We have standards as free human beings to say no to same-sex

relationships without being bashed and attacked and shamed and

have our families torn apart for it. We have religious freedom to

worship God and say no to the illegal sex. Jerome Adams was a

homosexual who betrayed his wife and kids and violated his

marriage bed. Mike Pence is a homosexual and a child sex abuser

who also betrayed his wife and kids and violated his marriage bed.
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But we as a moral people are being forced to accept it like our friends

in Canada are being forced to accept it, or they lose their kids and get

incarcerated for speaking their minds, and God help you if you say

no.

 
Homosexuals, lesbians, transsexuals, paedophiles, child sex

traffickers, incest aggressors and child pornographers should no

longer be allowed into high-levels of government, military, the

churches, the synagogues or education of our sons and daughters.

 
NEVER AGAIN.

Sure, but this is what Goethe wrote about. You can cave/sell out to

the devil, but you will lose your soul even if justice doesn’t find you.

Never be happy again. Never real. A wise person walks out and deals

with whatever comes. No one lives forever, and few enough die with

a clear conscience. But if you’re not even going to try you might as

well be dead.

Don’t they know what they’re getting into when they take a job like

this from the deep state? I don’t think they can get the job unless

they know what they’re doing and they deep state knows they will go

along with it. I did feel some sympathy for this guy he doesn’t come

off as incorrigible as some of the others, however, again, he had to

have known when he took a job from the deep state or else he would

not have gotten the job. I would never take a job from the deep state

players in the first place because I know I would not be able under

any circumstances to be treasonous or evil. and our hospital is full of

death jab injuries all day long day in and day out. There’s just no

quarter for what he did. it’s too big.

DS can’t resign. It’s a one way ticket choice. Death is the only way out

once they signed in. If he crossed the deep state they kill him. Except

for Trump who admits to being deep state in one speech, but said he

quit to fix things right. If NORAD wants him there’s a reason to

ponder. I figure DS was done with Adam’s, because he had

information they didn’t want out and he did so the story is he

deceived Trump so it’s out now.
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We’re all freed as readers here by this massive admission or maybe

spilling the beans of Trump. For the longest time TRUMP side of the

story baffled everyone as inconsistent but Trump is now explained by

having to admit he got deceived.

It really doesn’t seem like he can run for office now because he didn’t

have the stab and swabs truth. Plus why should America be great

again? It’s just a place and don’t need to be so great it attracts all the

migrants in the world chasing money.

The USA follows none of its own laws, so how do you know what it’s

really like? Or what it would – should be like.

It would be better if the deep state took him out made him commit

suicide with 15 bullets in his face, Douse him w/ gasoline in his own

vehicle shoot him in the head @ close range, then light the car on fire

 
claim it was an electrical fire and a suicide Burn the car down to the

rims a suicide.

 
He was depressed and he decided to commit suicide

 
We wouldn’t have to hear about it here about the trial he died he had

(15) 9 mm bullets in his face .

 
the glue on the gun was still fresh, it was glued to his hand

The sacrifice of a few for the many is something he should have

thought of. This is why Marines, sailors and soldiers throw

themselves on a hand grenade…..small scrifice for the greater good.

And now the deep state uses that phrase “for the greater good” to

force us to depopulate ourselves so Lucifer and Baal can be happy.

TRAITORS!!

You hit it! this “Greater good bullshit” has nothing to do with

humanity. for more horrible things then most could imagine. They

would turn this world upside down to get what the want.
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One of the most merciful deaths you can have done the way they do

it. Doubt more than a second or two of pain. 20 or life hard labor

much much worse. We all die and likely it will be much more painful.

These guys are getting off lucky. Not so much the victims. Family

who took jabs. Or white hats killed or wounded in battle. Or millions

of citizens trying to lead lives with these guys trying to kill them.

Hanging is too good for Jerome and I think he realized it in the end.

You have good points. However, there’s no point in being sadistic

about eliminating treasonous, Satanist scum from the earth;

especially when they greatly pick up the pace of dispatching

thousands of deserving hemp-tie recipients. Clean, efficient,

inexpensive and quick is the name-of-the-game.

Deterrent. At least public humiliation and disgrace MUST be part of

this for the benefit of future crazies and traitors. They have to see and

remember that justice is a real thing that could reassert itself at any

moment. By hiding this away the Trumpanzees are dong posterity a

disservice. Whatever it is, it should be public to have the proper

effect.

 
Not saying Americans should be like the Romans, who would scourge

traitors and then stuff them in a sack with wild animals and throw it

in the Tiber. But just do it publicly so people can see what happens to

traitors. That’s the point of this. If you’re not going to do that it’s

almost pointless.

I sometimes wonder if I would have been clear headed and strong in

the midst of all the chaos some of these people were in. I believe I

would be. I am in the midst of my own and trying to stay the line.

Soldiers often fight to the death. He wouldn’t have been the first if he

had chosen to fight instead of bend. Some doctors had themselves

and their families injected with the poison. They were so caught in

the web of deceit they couldn’t see the truth. Unfortunately their

decisions put the whole nation in harms way and what must be done

must be done. I however will remain humble and leave the

judgement of this man and his eternity to the Lord.
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If you understand the NT and take it seriously, it’s not even a choice.

One way is Christ, one way is damnation. Even in these transvestite

times, that is a very clear binary option. And it’s a very simple one.

Tell that to the lesbian/transsexual couple in the UK, tell that to the

Irish lesbians who are both listed as mother on the birth certificate

and no father listed, tell that to Ahanu and Petrona raising a

nameless, sexless, unnamed child that is more social engineering

than parenting, and the poor kid is going to be damaged as a result.

Somebody please adopt those poor kids!!

Thank you Mr Baxter for these updates.

 
Even though it is repetitive, the drive to the south side, gallows,

button, dead – it’s the journey that is usually different. Some show

no emotion, some have remorse, some found God, and some are

crazy acting (baldwin) or just pure evil from hell.

 
Either way, may God have mercy on their souls.

I’ve been wondering for a while now if they let them say their

goodbyes to family on an online video call or by letters.

I would like to know that as well; I’d also like to know what happens

to their bodies after death. Are they disposed of at Gitmo, or sent

home to their families? Are their families allowed to claim the

bodies? Any info on this, Michael? Sounds gruesome, but I’d

honestly like to know.

I imagine that the family cannot participate at all due to leaking the

information. The body is probably buried on Gitmo grounds.

I read a while back about the time that Hillary Hussein Clinton was

executed with a hemp tie they put her on ICE ( Every member the

Clinton family is on ice they’re all dead they all died with a hemp

rope tightened around their neck except for semen spraying Willie he

died on the floor in a pile of his own feces.. I would get a sample of

each individual that died on a rope then incinerate their body @

°5000 degrees
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Hillary We have to destroy Hillary Clinton her body her DNA her

blood everything her entire body needs to be burned down to a pile

of ash flame throwers pointed at her

 
When it comes to the Unknown number of Hillary Clinton clones,

Piglosi, chuck U Schumer Fauci, biden, harris, obama, And other

members of Congress Who are dead and their clone is still out

running around

 
raping and killing and you have to have a sample of the real thing

With the 2 clone factories discovered and Hillary Clinton clones in

each building they have to have the real thing frozen then they can

test it then destroy the other Hillary clinton’s

I read about a week or 2 weeks ago somewhere that the bodies are all

frozen after execution….that’s a lot of frozen bodies. I didn’t read

about where…on a ship or what? One reason I remember for this is

so that they have the DNA of the deceased person in case a double or

clone comes up….I guess to make sure they executed the correct

person? I also didn’t read if the families would be able to claim the

bodies at some point.

I was thinking maybe they just cremated all the bodies and disposed

of them at sea prior to reading the information above.

There are so many things we don’t know yet. A lot of things we know

only slightly of….like the Bible says we see through a glass darkly.

I read years ago that most of the royals of Europe along with all the

cardinals and the pope and I hope all the jesuits were executed. I

heard they caught the pope right in the middle of a satanic ritual

involving a child sacrifice. I can’t wait to read a thorough detailed

account of exactly everything that has happened since the White

Hats started taking the fight back to the satanists.

I also can’t wait to live the rest of my life in a world that God

intended all along….minus all the evil satanists!
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And the kids are hopefully adopted into new families, their histories

scrubbed and never again to remember what while parentage they

had.

They would be needed to be kept as proof of execution. Otherwise,

without the body everything could be denied.

Hi, I’ve answred this before. The bodies are kept on ice. I don’t know

if they are kept at GITMO or elsewhere.

Then you’ll have a clone running around causing problems. The wife

and kids probably or most likely already knows that he is a scum bag

especially now that this report has come to public light. The wife

might have known about some of this stuff before and is guilty to

some degree. He was trying to make Admiral Crandall feel guilty

which is just what the advisory does and I bet he wasn’t a born again

christian but used those words against the one true God who formed,

made and created the heavens and earth. He deserves his death.

Good reddens.

Sorry, wives don’t want fake husbands.

 
Even Lyudmila Putin didn’t want one.

 
Hilaria Baldwin sure as hell doesn’t want one, she just gave birth to

her eight baby and she wants more babies with child raping incest

aggressor Alec, who is now dead.

Good riddens. Line the scum up! Next! Whats the list of executed

look like now Mr Baxter. Lost track of who has met the noose.

I’ve also lost tract. It would be nice to see a list at the bottom of each

post. I’m sure that more hangings have accord but haven’t been

mentioned. At least not yet.

Hope that lineup waiting for their permanent necklace, are those that

are causing these train derailments…they need to hang, a specialist

said it looks like a small nuke went off in these towns..Time that
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lineup starts moving quicker..Still need help, I’m there 100% to push

them through

Permanent necklace is a very bad choice of words for this instance.

Try neck shackle like the slaves had. At least we know they will be

slaves forever in hell.

It’s an old totalitarian tradition, that. Allegedly Molotov couldn’t

remember who had been shot and not in the early 50s, and started

inquiring Stalin of all people after the well-being of people who had

been shot for miscellaneous reasons in the thirties already. For his

troubles, Stalin had Beria put Molotov on the next list. Alas, Stalin

himself died almost the same night of a heart attack, and then

Krutchev, Zhukov and some others had Beria shot with his last list,

so Molotov was able to die of old age instead.

Michael…..like I’ve said many times before. I hope the stories you

print here are TRUE. Even…. HALF-TRUE. This guy was a piece-of-

shit….and, if this story is true… he got what he deserved.

Thank you Mr. Baxter for the update. We can understand the

difficulty of what you are doing, but your efforts are providing

us with much needed reassurance that justice is being delivered,

however slowly. Unfortunately, far too slowly for me.

He was so worried about his family, but not the millions of families

he would destroy by pushing the vax!

 
See ya! , wouldnt want to be ya!

I swore on my hubby, after he died from the poison, I would get them

before I croak…I don’t even care if I burn in hell, at least I get to see

them there as well

Ed….I sure hope so. I hope this is not a FAKE story….just for our

amusement. This guy was a piece of shit….so, if true….he got what he

deserved.
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Thank you Michael for continuing these notifications. Interesting

that Adams wouldn’t give up names. Absolute embarrassment to the

medical profession.

Another question for you, Michael–if a detainee at Gitmo DOES

make a deal and DOES give up names and information, is that

information itself protected, so there’s no retaliation against his

family (I’ll assume families of these people are mostly innocent)?

Would love to know this as well.

Many thanks for all you do and for the info you DO get to us.

Appreciate it all!

Those who have been followers and who can correctly intuit from

these reports, and from their other research, know, or should know

by now, the many classic modes and methods by which the deep

staters flip and recruit even innocent minions from the other side.

Threats and/or bribes are the most common means for gaining

compliance. Those in positions of trust even if originally well

meaning may find themselves similarly situated. It’s easy to say that

honoring the duty to those whom you have sworn to serve and

protect comes before self-preservation or concerns for one’s own

family, but for weak-willed individuals, like Adams, that expectation

was a bridge too far. Unfortunately, we can’t test for the presence of

the right stuff in candidates for public service in the society we have

devolved into. We should, therefore, expect nothing more than to be

continually betrayed by such unvetted candidates until honor,

responsibility and reason has been restored to the masses.

“Officer to officer, Vice Adm. Crandall, what would you have done?”

 
The question made Crandall wince as if in pain.

 
“You call yourself an officer. Some nerve.”

Okay let’s do the math here folks boys and girls ladies and gentlemen

we’re getting probably one of these guys a week if that I don’t even

think it’s that I think we’re getting one a month we’re going to say
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one a week at $200,000 sealed indictments at one a week it’s going

to take us 40,000 years to get this shit done we don’t have that kind

of time what the fuck are you guys thinking man drop The Hammer

we need to be taken at least a hundred to 200 of these Jack offs a

week not one a month

Best comment I’ve ever read. They honestly should drop the

hammer. I’m already homeless. The best I can do is ask Jesus Christ,

the Lord to arrest in BULK. I can drive water and eat bread for 10 to

30 days, I will still live during an EBS or blackout. White Hats are

not 100% in control. Our God Lord Jesus Christ has more power over

White Hats and Quantum computer technology. Otherwise they

would of prevented chemical burning disasters and HAARP induced

earthquakes.

My Lord, Jesus Christ, remember that I am a sinner. Most Holy

Virgin pray for me. You shall always be praised and blessed. Pray for

this sinner to Your Beloved Son, Precious beauty of the Angels, the

Prophets and patriarchs, Crown of the Martyrs, Apostles, and

Confessors, Glory of the Seraphs, Crown of the Virgins, save me from

the most fearful figure of the demon when my soul departs from my

body. Oh, Most Holy Fount of Piety and Beauty of Jesus Christ, Joy

of the Heaven, Consolation of the Clergy, Remedy in our works: with

You, VIRGIN MOST PRUDENT, the Angels are happy, Recommend

my soul and the soul of all devout Christians, pray for us to Your

Blessed Son and take us to the Eternal Paradise where You reign and

live forever and there we will venerate you eternally. Amen.

 
Sovereign Virgin Mary. Mother of the Living God, because you have

delivered Him, pray for all of us sinners so that He may pardon us,

save us from the wicked enemy that is fighting us, and grant us the

eternal glory. Blessed be forever the Sacred Passion and Death of Our

Lord, Jesus Christ, Amen.

O dearest Jesus, Lamb of God most meek, I, a miserable sinner,

render homage and worship to the wounds upon Thy shoulder made

by the heavy cross Thou didst carry. Its weight tore Thy flesh and
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bared Thy shoulder bones, which caused Thee sufferings more than

did Thy other wounds . . . . I adore Thee. O grieving Jesus, I praise, I

love, and honor Thee I thank Thee for Thy adorable and most painful

wound Vouchsafe to grant me, through the excessive pain and

unmeasured weight of the cross to have mercy on me a sinner.

Forgive me my mortal and venial sins, and guide me on to heaven

through the way of the cross. Amen.

This is an extremely complicated world wide war going on. The Cabal

is down, but not out. Especially in parts of Europe, and the Ukraine.

NATO is still mostly Cabal controlled. A little bit of the US military is

also Cabal, but they have effectively been neutered, and aren’t too

much of a threat

Most or all of those at the top have already been arrested or

executed..

There is a literal war on the surface and below in and around Europe

right now with those in the middle management position. This

website is not talking much about the actual war, just the odd

skirmish here in the USA. There is a lot this website is leaving out,

and probably is covering only a small fraction of what is happening.

No, Joe Biden, and Kamala are not the real ones, they are actors, and

Whitehat controlled, that’s why they are made to seem like absolute

buffoons. This website also caters to misinformation as they know

that not only good people read these articles, but the Cabal does too,

so much of what is show here isn’t either current, or accurate. That is

by design.

Why is it taking so long? Three things:

1.) The world war needs to be ended.

2.) The Nesara/Gesara/RV is a hugely complicated process, as we are

switching over to an entirely new economic system backed by assets

and not worthless paper or numbers on a computer screen.
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3.) They are releasing information just fast enough for the average

clueless moron to follow along and get outraged so they also begin

fighting in their own way to make this world a better place. Some of

these people or policies are left in place to expose just how bad and

corrupt they are. In effect they want the world to wake up, and if they

go too fast it will be too much.

These things take time.

According to what I’ve heard the NSA already has dirt on every one

of these people evidence against them why not just let it be known to

the public of their crimes and that we the people take care of

business instead of Dilly dallying around waiting 40,000 years for

this crap to get done

There are multiple locations that The detained are being held.

 
Gitmo is Just one that Tribunal and Execution are being reported…

Michael Baxters site is exceptional !

 
I am certain justice is being served elsewhere.The DS is getting their

clocks cleaned… It won’t take 40,000 years,

The satanic cabal has run this planet for

 
the last 6,000 years.

Now we are going to flatten and reload

 
the operating system with something

 
new and good.

This will take a while.

Historically speaking, it will be

 
lightning fast.

From our point of view,

 
it is an eternity.

its not 6 or 7000 yrs old.

the planet older than that. stop lying to many.
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many civilizations have happen in the past too.

atlantis was one of them, the mu, giants, titans, pompeii, troy,

Tartarian empire, other first civilizations empires.

I can’t say for sure, but I’m wondering if these are only the people we

actually know of, in their public lives… is it possible there are many

more being disposed of, whose names we DON’T know, and

therefore the flow of executions is much faster? It might be. You’re

right that at the stated pace we’ll never get there, but if more are

being dealt with during this time… they could be handling 100 of

those a week and it would make things move a lot faster.

I think it’s coming. Hence the balloons, train derailments, and the

aliens. All to give the MSM something to talk about other than what

is coming. Watch for the name Michael Karkoc out of Minneapolis.

Nazi war criminal working for the world leaders torturing children. If

you think the price of eggs is high now……….Stock up.

Why proclaim the Psalms if you’re unrepentant? Does he think they

operate like magic incantations? Only the truly humble and penitent

enter Heaven.

This Clown saw to it many people died, and because of that he was

therefore condemned even before he stood in Tribunal.

 
We told them – we told them All, we yelled across the world, it was

loud & clear, they just ignored the warnings like we were nothing but

pissants to them.

 
And to think, they want us unarmed? I think it may now be high time

people start to openly carry weapons and start to not only protect our

resources, but our families and friends. They’re poisoning or lakes &

streams, including rivers according to some people, and I’ve seen

video’s about it already. Not to mention chicken farms, egg farms

and turkey farms but even huge food processing plants. Its time to

become unglued on these bastards.
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